Quality People  •  Quality Products  •  Quality Processes

Pipe End Finishing Services
Our national network of 11 distribution centers provides a full complement of pipe end finishing services to include cutting, beveling, threading and grooving and painting. In addition we provide appropriate documentation and customized reporting.

Custom Fabrication
Wolseley Industrial provides customized fabrications to address the unique operational needs of each customer. Some of the diverse fabrications we provide include blending skids, load and offload skids, additive pump and metering skids and full product loading lanes.

HDPE & Polypropylene Fusion Services
Wolseley Industrial can provide you with a total solution for all high density polyethylene (HDPE) and Aquatherm Polypropylene-random (PP-R) projects. Our solutions are ideal to address common abrasion, corrosion or scaling problems. With the nation’s largest fleet of fusion equipment for either HDPE or PP-R piping strategically positioned across our nationwide network of locations, Wolseley Industrial offers the latest in both rental and purchase options. We are the largest master rental agency of McElroy™ fusion equipment in the U.S. and can deliver reliable equipment directly to your jobsite. Wolseley Industrial offers CAD design assistance from our seven industrial plastic hub locations and can build virtually anything from polyethylene. Our trained staff of industrial plastics specialists can offer value engineering, technical guidance for the selection of the optimal piping system for your application and equipment training for employees.

Custom Fabrication
Wolseley Industrial provides customized fabrications to address the unique operational needs of each customer. Some of the diverse fabrications we provide include blending skids, load and offload skids, additive pump and metering skids and full product loading lanes.

Quotation & Contract Administration
The Wolseley Industrial Group is nationally supported by a dedicated team of quotation and pricing management professionals that specialize in a wide range of industrial related quotations services. Key areas of expertise include comprehensive (cradle to grave) level management of large scale PVF Capital Projects (feed studies, quotations, submittals, sourcing, sales order entry, PO entry, expediting, documentation, collections, operations and more), budgetary, buy and MRO quotations of all sizes and industrial business types. In addition this team also manages comprehensive pricing structures for all national industrial MRO and Tool & Safety contracts allowing for consistent and well maintained customer pricing on a national level.

Integrated Services
Integrated Services simplifies and improves the efficiencies of the overall procurement process of Maintenance, Repair and Operational (MRO) supplies for manufacturing companies, oil & gas distribution and other industries with significant MRO requirements. WIG Integrated Services partners with customers to purchase and manage the products their manufacturing plants need to stay up and running.

Our Value Proposition
1. Empowered, customer-service driven associates
2. Documented cost savings
3. Customer-driven, detail-oriented service supported by data
4. Continuous improvement through LEAN
5. Leading IT Solutions

Services we offer
- Strategic Procurement Services
- Storeroom Management Services
- Inventory Management
- Tool Management
- Customer Specific Programs
- E-Procurement Solutions
- Continuous Improvement & Value Engineering
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The Wolseley Industrial Group is one of North America’s leading industrial distributors of pipe, valves, fittings, valve automation and specialty products for the Pulp and Paper Industry. The company also holds a leading position in the Integrated Services and Turn Key Solution markets.

- Over $2.0 billion in sales
- 165 industrial branches
- Operate throughout in the United States and Canada
- Over 500 experienced industrial associates
- Industry leading Quality Assurance test facility and laboratory

Whether you are building a new green field facility or maintaining an existing pulp and paper operation, Wolseley Industrial has the products and support services to meet your needs.

QUALITY YOU EXPECT

The integrity of people and products is paramount to how Wolseley Industrial conducts its business and is the driving force behind our industry leading quality assurance program. The Wolseley Industrial Group maintains one of the most comprehensive and stringent Quality Management Systems (QMS) in the industry. Our quality priorities are driven from senior management at the highest levels in the company who give support to our Quality Council made up of industry veterans charged with overseeing the company’s quality processes and operations.

Product integrity is one of our top priorities. Our Approved Manufacturers List (A.M.L) is a critical part of our Q.M.S. Qualified auditors conduct on site level one full process audits of global manufacturers. In addition, the WIG Metrology and Material Services Division conducts tens of thousands of inspections each year of incoming material to ensure that the material meets specification.

Customer audits of Wolseley Industrial quality facilities and locations are welcomed as they allow us to differentiate ourselves and instill confidence in customers. Our comprehensive QMSolution™ program enables us to document, track and trend incidents and corrective actions involving customers, suppliers and internal issues.

Full traceability of the products we sell through to the manufacturing process allows for a closed loop process that gives customers confidence complete analysis can be conducted on any products we sell. Wolseley Industrial also maintains full traceability of all valves that are automated in our multiple automation facilities.

ISO 9001:2008 certification is a requirement of all Wolseley Industrial locations and is an on-going process with existing and new industrial locations. Every facility’s progress toward achieving certification is tracked and maintained by the quality assurance department.

WHO WE ARE

The Wolseley Industrial Group has a dedicated team of experienced associates solely focused on this business. They provide solutions and insight to meet the unique opportunities and challenges faced by pulp and paper customers. Some of the key products and services we provide include:

- API 6D Expanding Plug and Gate Valves
- Pipeline Strainers
- Tank Gauging
- Filtering systems
- Rail Access Systems (Platforms, Gangways)
- Project Management & Application Engineering assistance
- Skidded Systems (Loading and Offloading of Truck, Rail, Marine, Pipeline, LACT, Blending)

PROFICIENT Solutions

Engineered Products

Given the specialized nature of engineered products, the Wolseley Industrial Group has a dedicated team of experienced associates solely focused on this business. They provide solutions and insight to meet the unique opportunities and challenges faced by pulp and paper customers. Some of the key products and services we provide include:

- HDPE = High density polyethylene. Custom fabrication up to 120”, abrasive reduction, holding tanks, manholes, splitting chambers plus custom solutions upon request.
- PP-R = Polypropylene – Random. Heat stabilized and expansion-controlled, PP-R pipe resist rust, corrosion and chemicals making it ideal or harsh pulp and paper plant environments.

PRODUCTS YOU NEED

Quality Products

Pipe, Valves, Fittings, Valve Automation and Instrumentation

Wolseley Industrial maintains an extensive offering of P-P products to support the challenging corrosive, erosive and abrasive environments that exist in the Pulp and Paper industry.

Lined Pipe & Fittings

Wolseley Industrial provides lined pipe, valves and fittings including polypropylene, PVDF (Kynar), PTFE (Teflon), PFA (Teflon) and Rubber.

Valves and Specialties for specific Pulp and Paper Applications

Knife Gate Valves

Applications usually include pulp stock, skury or abrasive service. Corrosion resistant as well as abrasive resistant features ensure longer more reliable performance and life. These difficult applications require our knowledgeable associates to help provide the best solution not just a replacement product.

Ball and Butterfly Valves

Positive shutoff can be achieved by utilizing soft or metal seated products. Selection of materials of construction is critical to maximize life and reliability. Internal trim materials can also enhance performance characteristics and results as well as total cost of ownership (TCO) savings.

Valve Automation & Instrumentation

Our valve automation and instrumentation business has extensive capabilities supporting the pulp and paper industry along with a network of branches to service customer needs throughout the country. We provide technical assistance for proper installation, drawings, along with valve tagging for identification and traceability. Specific capabilities include:

- Twenty-nine automation centers supporting North America
- Wholesale distribution of high quality and trusted valves and actuator brands.

Steam Specialties

Wolseley Industrial provides a complete offering of steam traps, valves, regulators and steam strainers to support your steam system. We also provide system audits that play an important part in maximizing the effectiveness of your systems while minimizing energy loss.

Steam System Audit: Our complete steam system audit includes steam trap application and testing, pressure regulators application and testing, boiler load calculations, steam system piping, steam accessories placement and testing, and a complete report on our findings.

Plant Energy Audit: Our associates survey your facility to gather pertinent information in order to create a comprehensive report with recommendations to cut energy costs. We can also provide a payback analysis on any equipment that is needed.

Steam Trap Surveys: Our comprehensive steam trap surveys include testing traps with state of the art equipment, locating “missing” traps, a complete report on our findings and recommendations to address any problems identified.

Turn Key Solutions

- HDPE = High density polyethylene. Custom fabrication up to 120”, abrasive reduction, holding tanks, manholes, splitting chambers plus custom solutions upon request.
- PP-R = Polypropylene – Random. Heat stabilized and expansion-controlled, PP-R pipe resist rust, corrosion and chemicals making it ideal or harsh pulp and paper plant environments.